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- YouTube for Android tests showing relevant web searches alongside video results [2]

- New update arrives for the Redmi Note 8 and Redmi Note 8T; still no Android 10 [3]

- Android 11 reveal delayed as Google pushes back its big event [4]

- How BlackBerry built Android but Apple perfected it [5]

- How to Use Google Assistant with Alarms on Android [6]

- 13 new and notable Android apps from the last week including Krita, Action Blocks, and CatchUp (5/23/20 - 5/30/20) [7]

- 5 Android apps you shouldn't miss this week! - Android Apps Weekly [8]
Android Users Beware: WolfRAT Malware May Be Coming For You [9]

- Video game emulation on Android: apps, ROMs, and everything else you’ll need [10]

- Team 17’s Android games including Worms 3 and The Escapists 2 are on sale until June 4 [11]

- Is Huawei’s smartwatch with two-week battery better than an Android? [12]

- Google Maps rolls out new feature on Android to make it easier to share location without an address [13]